
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a strategic alliances. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for strategic alliances

Develop a deep knowledge of NYL’s Enterprise, Investments and Insurance
related businesses and recommend opportunities for enhancement and
testing of new technologies
Screen relevant companies and conduct diligence before potentially
introducing the technology into a NYL operating unit
Update NYLV's CRM to support the tracking and reporting of NYLV activities
and metrics
Provide feedback on the commercial applicability and strategic benefits of
technologies that are tested to NYLV's Director of Investments to support
due-diligence processes
Represent NYLV by partnering throughout NYL to help promote innovation
including participation at Company sponsored Hackathons and similar
community building events
Support Head of NYLV and Director of Strategic Alliances on special projects
such as future state whitepapers or thematic presentation decks
Communicates difficult concepts, and influences others to adopt a different
point of view, with an advanced level of expertise in your own discipline and
knowledge of related disciplines
Interprets business challenges, identifies trends and provides data-driven
recommendations
Collaborates with others to solve complex problems, by using sophisticated
analytical thought and education and/or equivalent experience to exercise
discernment and identify creative solutions
Providing feedback to both internal and external stakeholders throughout

Example of Strategic Alliances Job Description
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Qualifications for strategic alliances

Minimum requirement of 4 years progressive experience in longer term sales
cycle or service B2B sales-related experience
Minimum of 4 years progressive experience selling services or service-based
solutions
Evidence of online learning experience (MOOC, online courses, training or
development programs) preferred
Effectiveness in this role also requires strong analytical and problem solving
skills, thorough working knowledge Cell Therapy customer segment in Japan
7+ years experience across Pricing, Marketing, Strategy, and/or Finance
Familiarity with Novartis other Industry business models (Biotech, midsize
Pharma, Academia)is a plus


